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In this paper, our aim is to determine factors that influence the perceived sex of virtual characters. In Experiment 1, four
different model types were used: highly realistic male and female models, an androgynous character, and a point light walker.
Three different types of motion were applied to all models: motion captured male and female walks, and neutral synthetic
walks. We found that both form and motion influence sex perception for these characters: for neutral synthetic motions, form
determines perceived sex, whereas natural motion affects the perceived sex of both androgynous and realistic forms. These results
indicate that the use of neutral walks is better than creating ambiguity by assigning an incongruent motion. In Experiment 2
we investigated further the influence of body shape and motion on realistic male and female models and found that adding
stereotypical indicators of sex to the body shapes influenced sex perception. Also, that exaggerated female body shapes influences
sex judgements more than exaggerated male shapes. These results have implications for variety and realism when simulating
large crowds of virtual characters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Animated virtual humans are needed for many applications in entertainment, education, and science.
Their movements can be created by artists, by programs (procedural animation), or recorded from
real people using motion capture technology. Crowd simulation systems, in which thousands of virtual
humans navigate realistic environments such as cities present a particular challenge. Crowds simulated
with synthetic walking motions can lack personality, so motion captured data can be used to add realism
(Figure 1).

In this paper, we investigate some factors that affect the perceived sex of walking virtual humans,
with a view to increasing the realism of pedestrians in real-time crowd simulations. We cannot simulate
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Fig. 1. Crowd simulation requires variety in colour, form, and motion [Dobbyn et al. 2006].

Fig. 2. Four model representations were animated with real female, real male, or synthetic neutral motions. From left to right:
Woman model, Man model, Androgynous figure, and Point light walker.

everyone in a crowd with their own personal motion captured walk, as the more motions we use, the
greater the demands on potentially limited computational and memory resources (e.g., a games console
or hand-held device). Therefore, the challenge is to optimise quality and variety with the resources
available. Specifically, we ask the question whether, if there is a clear visual indicator of sex (i.e., a
highly realistic, unambiguously female or male model, as shown in Figure 2), will motion or form
information dominate our perception of the sex of the character? If motion information alone always
determines perceived sex, then we would always need to create templates of every different motion for
both males and females. However, if we find that form dominates or that simulated neutral motions are
as good as captured natural motions under some circumstances, then such duplication may not always
be necessary. Perhaps some actors’ walks can be equally effectively applied to both male and female
models. Any of these results would allow us to create “canonical” motions to which variety could later
be added, irrespective of the sex of the model.

2. BACKGROUND

People expect a virtual character to behave in a manner befitting its appearance and they find discrep-
ancies in behaviour disturbing [Vinayagamoorthy et al. 2006]. Furthermore, people’s perception of the
sex of a human representation has been studied in the experimental psychology literature, with respect
to human motion with minimal shape information and the effect of body shape. Only recently have the
effects of both shape and motion been considered together. A note on terminology: sometimes gender is
used in the literature to refer to the sex of a person, i.e., male or female. However, gender perception
refers to the classification of the femininity or masculinity of a human, which is a different metric, e.g.,
a man can have a feminine walk but should still be classified as a male.
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Johansson [1973; 1976] reported that natural motion, in the absence of any spatial information, is
a sufficient cue to determine the sex of a walker. His ‘point-light’ displays were designed to separate
biological motion information from other sources of information that are normally intermingled with
the motion of a human, such as form or outline. He showed that 12 moving light points suffice to create
a rich perception of a moving human figure within a very short space of time (200msec, or five frames
of a movie). They also reported that the sex of the walker could be identified even when the number of
lights was reduced to two on the ankles. However, it was later shown that this could have been mainly
due to stride length [Kozlowski and Cutting 1978].

Many studies since have used Johansson’s point-light displays to show that biological motion per-
ception, an extreme example of sophisticated pattern analysis in the brain, extends even further, e.g.,
to recognising a particular walker [Cutting and Kozlowski 1977] or even one’s own walking pattern
[Beardsworth and Buckner 1981]. Kozlowski and Cutting [1977] explored some of the parameters of
sex recognition without familiarity cues and showed that, while point-lights are sufficient for recog-
nising the sex of a walker for dynamic sequences, static images were found to be insufficient, i.e., the
human form cannot be identified when using static point-light stimuli alone. Troje [2002] implemented
a classifier that could discriminate between male and female walkers. When comparing the behaviour
of the classifier with human observers they found that humans rely on dynamic information more than
structural when classifying a walk as male or female.

Mather and Murdoch [1994] found that using views which display sex-specific lateral body sway,
rather than the sagittal (side) views of earlier studies, improved recognition accuracy. Pitting structural
and dynamic cues against each other, their point light walkers were synthetically created with either a
male or female torso or an androgynous structure. They applied male and female synthetic walks to the
male and female body structures and an androgynous walk to the androgynous structure. They found
that, even when looking at incongruent pairings of torso and walks, the motion was a more salient
source of sex information than the body structure. However, altering point light walkers to display
different body types may still leave uncertainty with respect to their sex, so perhaps it is not surprising
that motion overrides shape in this case. Also, using synthetic motions that have exaggerated properties
of male and female walks may not produce the same effects as natural motions.

Johnson and Tassinary [2005] studied the effects of both shape and motion on the perception of
sex, gender, and attractiveness. Instead of using point light walkers which give little body shape in-
formation, they used silhouettes of human body shapes with varying waist to hip ratios, from ex-
aggerated hourglass to tubular figures. Even though synthetic motion was restricted to two highly
informative parameters (i.e., swagger for men and hip sway for women), they found that the shape
of the character was more informative of the sex of the individual than its motion. They recently fol-
lowed this up with a study in which they showed that both form and motion information, using these
exaggerated feminine and masculine cues, contributed to participants’ judgments of attractiveness
[Johnson and Tassinary 2007].

In summary, previous work has shown that, when using exaggerated synthetic motion on point light
walkers of differing shapes, motion was more dominant than shape information in sex perception.
Conversely, when using synthetic motion on exaggerated male and female silhouettes, morphology was
more influential than motion. In this paper, we describe two experiments where natural female and male
motions, as well as synthetic neutral motions, were applied to very realistic male and female models
(e.g., as may be found in modern computer graphics applications). In Experiment 1, we directly compare
results with an androgynous shape and point light walker and also examine the effects of incongruent
shape and motion combinations. In Experiment 2, we further investigate the effect of different male
and female shapes in order to determine whether a scale of effect is evident or whether information
about body shape interacts with motion information in the perception of the sex of the model.
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Fig. 3. Group participating in experiment.

3. EXPERIMENT 1

Forty-one participants (22M, 19F, aged 20 to 45) took part in this experiment to determine whether
the motion or the shape/form of a virtual character is more salient for judgements of perceived sex of
the model. All participants were naı̈ve to the purpose of the experiment and had normal or corrected to
normal vision. Participants (consisting of staff, students, and professionals from different educational
backgrounds) viewed the stimuli on a large projected screen in a lecture theatre (see Figure 3). We used
a two-way, repeated measures design and the conditions were motion type (3) and model type (4).

3.1 Motion Type

Six undergraduate students (3M, 3F) volunteered to be motion captured, each in a separate session per
actor. Since the walks were motion captured and, therefore, real we chose our volunteers randomly and
did not try to ensure that their walks appeared particularly male or female. They were not informed as
to the purpose of the motion capture session which was conducted using our 10 camera Vicon optical
system, using 41 markers placed according to the Vicon human template. A curved path was drawn on
the floor in the capture area and they were asked to walk naturally up and down this path, which they
did about 20 times. We captured some of the walks without their knowledge to ensure they were walking
naturally, then applied the motion capture data to characters in 3D Studio Max and kept one natural
walk per actor (see video at http://isg.cs.tcd.ie/mcdonner/TAP/). Since it would not be possible to
capture a truly neutral walk, we synthetically generated three different neutral walk motions, using 3D
Studio Max’s footstep modifier. This modifier allows the automatic generation of synthetic walk motions
using a kinematic solver. These walks are neutral as they have neither male nor female characteristics
(such as hip sway or shoulder movement). The distance between footplants was altered in order to
create three unique neutral walks.

3.2 Model Type

Four different models were used to display the different motions (Figure 2): highly detailed woman
and man models of approximately 35000 polygons each, an androgynous character, and a point light
walker. The woman and man were chosen as typical characters that would be used in a computer
simulation of natural crowds. The androgynous figure was chosen as it did not appear particularly
male or female in shape and so could serve as a control. The point light walker was generated from a
generic neutral skeleton and so contained minimal shape information. We included this representation
both as a baseline and to compare with the results of the earlier studies described above.
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Fig. 4. (L) Walker’s path, (R) Camera view.

A grey ground plane was added to the scene and the camera was placed so that the majority of the
walk was in a straight line coming towards the camera (Figure 4), since Halevina and Troje found the
frontal view facilitates sex classification [2007]. Each of the different motion types (3) from each of the
actors (3) were applied to each of the model types (4), with two repetitions for each condition resulting
in a total of 72 movies, each presented for a duration of approximately 3.5 seconds long (the length of
time it took the actor to walk from one end of the motion capture area to the other).

The movies were sorted randomly in two different playlists and two groups of participants each
viewed one of the sets of 72 movies on a large projected display1 (Figure 3). They were told to take
both motion and form/shape into account when making judgements about the sex of the character and
they marked their selections on an answer sheet. Participants sat near to one another, but were not
allowed to discuss their decisions. Each movie was followed by a four-second blank screen, during which
participants categorised the character they just saw on a five-point scale of 1: very male, 2: male, 3:
ambiguous, 4: female, or 5: very female. The number of the next stimulus was then displayed for two
seconds with an accompanying alerting sound.

3.3 Results

Before beginning the experiment, participants were shown a static image of the androgynous figure and
asked to rate it on the same five-point scale. As it was considered to be ambiguous by almost all partici-
pants we concluded that, based on shape/form information alone, the figure truly appeared androgynous.

We averaged participants’ ratings over the two repetitions and three actors for each combination of
walk and model type. We first found that the sex of the participants had no effect, as in [Kozlowski and
Cutting 1977; Johnson and Tassinary 2005]. A two factor ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) [Howell 1999]
with repeated measures showed a main effect of walk type (F2,80 = 130, p < 0.001). Post-hoc analysis
was then performed using a standard Newman-Keuls test for pairwise comparisons among means. In
Figure 5 (left) it can be seen that, as expected, female walks were rated overall as female, neutral walks
as neutral, and male walks as male (p < 0.001 in all cases). There was also a main effect of model type
(F3,120 = 24, p < 0.001). Figure 5 (R) shows that the man was considered significantly more male than
the woman or the androgynous figure, while the point walker was considered significantly less male
than the man and less female than the woman or the androgynous figure (p < 0.001 in all cases). There
was also an interaction between model type and walk type (F6,240 = 25, p < 0.001).

Figure 6 shows that male walks on the woman affect the sex judgement of the female form such that
it is now rated as ambiguous. A similar effect is observed when a female walk is applied to a male shape.

1Similar group experiments were conducted with only a monitor at the front of the lecture theatre [Kozlowski and Cutting 1977].
Even though viewing angle differed significantly between participants, recognition performance was still well above chance. Our
larger display ensured more consistent viewing angles.
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Fig. 5. Main effects of (L) walk type (averaged over all models), (R) model type (averaged over all motions)–with standard errors.

Fig. 6. The interacting effects of model and walk type.

This implies that applying motion captured from actors of the opposite sex to the character will produce
confusing or unsatisfactory results in general. Interestingly, neutral walks were considered male when
viewed on the man and female when viewed on the woman. This implies that for neutral walks, the
shape of the character takes precedence over the motion in determining the sex of the character. This
result has implications for computer graphics applications where resources are limited, as reusing the
same neutral walks on male and female characters would appear to produce the desired effect.

As illustrated in Figure 6, there were three significantly different ratings for the androgynous figure
for male, neutral, and female walks (p < 0.001). This implies that for a character with androgynous
appearance, the motion information is most important when determining the sex (as without motion,
the androgynous figure was consistently rated to be ambiguous). Replicating the results of previous
studies, we showed that participants were able to determine the sex of the walker using point light
walkers with good accuracy.

We then looked more closely at the ratings for each of the motion captured walks. Female walks 1 and
2 (F1, F2) were consistently rated as female for all model types (see Figures 7 and 8). However, F3 was
consistently rated as either ambiguous (for the woman and the androgynous figure) or slightly male (for
the man and the point walker). We noticed that the female actor that performed F3 did not move her
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Fig. 7. Classifications of individual walkers for each model type (Female walks F1-F3, Males M1-M3, Neutral N1-N3).

Fig. 8. Classifications of individual walkers for each model type (Female walks F1-F3, Males M1-M3, Neutral N1-N3).

hips much, but swung her arms quite a lot and her natural walk was slightly faster than the other two
females. This result implies that care should be taken when choosing an actor, as misinterpretations
can occur. This was also the case in [Kozlowski and Cutting 1977] where they found that one of their
female walks was more difficult to rate than the others.

The three neutral walks were ranked similarly to each other for each of the model types. Also, a
similar trend across the three different male walks was found for each model type, with M1 considered
significantly more male than the other two male walks (p < 0.001 in all cases). For the man, the motion
of M3 was considered more masculine than M2. The actor that performed M2 did appear to have more
hip sway than the other actors when we were capturing the session, therefore it is unsurprising that
his walk was considered less masculine. However, it is interesting that this was most evident on the
male model.

In order to judge overall sex recognition accuracy for the motions and to see if our results are compat-
ible with earlier point-light walker experiments, such as Kozlowski and Cutting’s [1977], we converted
our scaled judgements of sex into percentage correct values (with 4 or 5 being female, 1 or 2 male,
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Fig. 9. Identification accuracy for recognition of walker sex (top) overall; (middle) for the three male walks; (bottom) for the
three female walks.

and 3 neutral). The results are shown in Figure 9. For the point walker, 69% of male walks were
correctly identified, which is consistent with the earlier study where it was found that recognition ac-
curacy hovered around 70%. However, a significantly lower percentage (58%) of females were correctly
identified than males (F82,1 = 4.77, p < 0.05). This can be explained by the fact that F3 was consis-
tently misclassified as male and had significantly different results from the other female walks for all
models.

Noteworthy too is the fact that the accuracy for female walks on the male character is equally poor to
that for male walks on the female character (both below chance), while the congruent motion on both
is rated equally high at about 65%. Particularly interesting too are the results for the neutral walks,
where well under 50% of them were actually classified as neutral for any of the models. In particular,
only about 25% of the neutral walks on the realistic characters were perceived to be ambiguous. Closer
examination reveals that 62% of neutral walks were classified as female on the woman, but only 11%
as male (F82,1 = 14.22, p < 0.0005), with an equal and opposite effect on the man, with 65% classified
as male and 13% as female (F82,1 = 8.19, p < 0.005).
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Fig. 10. Six body shapes used in Experiment 2: Man 3, Man 2, Man 1, Woman 1, Woman 2, Woman 3

4. EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 1, we chose only two models to represent male and female appearance. In this experi-
ment, we investigated the effect of motion on different male and female shapes to determine if additional
indicators of sex in the shape will change the overall perception of the sex of the character.

4.1 Body Shapes

We used the same man and woman models as in the previous experiment. However, this time they both
wore neutral clothing (jeans and a grey t-shirt). Using 3D Studio Max, we manipulated the polygons of
the woman model in order to create a very exaggerated female body shape. We increased the size of her
breasts and hips, in order to give her an hour glass figure with a large waist-to-hip ratio (Woman 3).
We applied equivalent alterations to the man model by increasing his shoulder, waist, and neck width
to create a more exaggerated male body shape (Man 3).

Next, we created a more androgynous version of the female by decreasing her waist-to-hip ratio and
breast size (Woman 1), and of the man by decreasing his chest, neck, and waist size and the distance
between his shoulders (Man 1). Finally, we created a morphed female body shape (Woman 2), which
was a half way morph between Woman 1 and Woman 3. Similarly, we created a halfway morph between
Man 1 and Man 3 (Man 2)—see Figure 10. All bodies were created based on our own estimates of
physiological plausibility which were consistent with standard physical proportions. In participant
feedback, no comments regarding physical abnormalities were made.

4.2 Procedure

Each of the nine different motion types from the previous experiment (three male, three neutral, and
three female) were applied to each of the body shapes (6), with two repetitions for each condition,
resulting in a total of 108 movies. Three random playlists, each including the 108 movies, were created
and three groups of participants each viewed one of the playlists on a large projected display. Thirty-
eight participants took part in this experiment (33M, 5F). All participants were naïve to the purpose of
the experiment and had normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants consisted mainly of computer
science staff and students. As before, they were told to take both motion and form into account, and
they categorised the character on a five-point scale which ranged from very male to very female.

4.3 Results

As before, we averaged participants’ ratings over the two repetitions and three actors for each combi-
nation of walk and body shapes. A two factor ANOVA with repeated measures showed a main effect of
walk type (F2,74 = 94.65, p < 0.001)—see Figure 11(L). Standard Newman-Keuls tests for comparisons
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Fig. 11. Main effects of (L) walk type (averaged over all models), (R) body shape (averaged over all motions).

Fig. 12. The interacting effects of shape and walk type.

among means showed us that, as before, female walks were rated overall as female, neutral walks as
neutral, and male walks as male (p < 0.001 in all cases). There was also a main effect of body shape
(F5,185 = 39.73, p < 0.001). Figure 11 (R) shows that the three man shapes were considered signifi-
cantly more male than the three woman shapes (p < 0.001 in all cases). Surprisingly, there was no
statistical significance between participants’ ratings of Man 1, Man 2, or Man 3. However, there was
a difference between ratings of Woman 1 and Woman 2, and Woman 1 and Woman 3, with Woman 1
being rated as less female in both cases (p < 0.04 and p < 0.004 resp.). There was no difference in
perception between Woman 2 and Woman 3.

There was also a significant interaction (F10,370 = 10.28, p < 0.001) between walk type and body
shape (see Figure 12). Therefore, a post-hoc analysis was conducted using Newman-Keuls tests for
comparison among means.

Perhaps the most obvious result that may have contributed to this interaction effect is that the male
walks did not affect the perception of sex in the female shapes to the same extent that the female
walk affected the perception of the sex of the male models. For all the male models, applying a female
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walk biased the perception of the sex of the shape of the male. But this did not occur for two-thirds
of the female shapes. This suggests that female form is slightly more salient than male form in sex
judgements (although a male walk clearly reduced the number of ’female’ judgements of all the female
shapes, so motion was still a powerful cue).

We found that for all walk types, body shapes Man 3 and Man 2 were not significantly different from
each other. This implies that the difference between these two shape types had no effect on judgements
of sex, irrespective of motion type. Perhaps it was the case that Man 2 had already sufficient indicators
of sex that the extra information for Man 3 did not change our perception. Sex judgements for Man 1
were significantly different from both Man 2 and Man 3 for male and neutral walks but not for female
walks.

Woman 1 was considered less female than both Woman 2 and Woman 3 for all walk types. Woman 2
was considered less female than Woman 3 for only female walks. This implies that it was only for the
female walks that the extra female shape characteristics had an effect. Perhaps this was due to the hip
sway in the female walks being exaggerated by the increased waist-to-hip ratio.

As in Experiment 1, male walks on the Woman body shapes rendered sex judgements as more am-
biguous, as did the female walks on the Man body shapes. Neutral walks were still considered female on
the Woman characters, but in this experiment we can see that they are rated significantly less female
than the female walks. Similarly, the neutral walks on the Man characters were considered male, but
again less male than the male walks. This is an interesting result, as it shows that neutral walks could
be used for congruency, as the shape of the character is dominant, but there is a point at which extra
indicators of sex in the shape have no effect.

In Experiment 1, we found no difference between the ratings of motion captured male and neutral
walks for the man model. Similarly for the woman model, there was no difference in ratings between
the female and neutral walks. Perhaps this was due to the clothing worn by the models in Experiment
1 having extra indicators of sex than the neutral clothing in Experiment 2. More likely is the case that,
in Experiment 1 participants used the same rating scale as in Experiment 2 to cover a wider range of
models. There were no androgynous characters in Experiment 2 as this experiment focused more on the
properties of the man and woman models. The presence of these characters in Experiment 1 could have
influenced the participants to rate the neutral walks on the man and woman as more male or female
than they might have otherwise. We feel that the results for the neutral motions on man and woman
models in Experiment 2 could be considered more accurate, since they could not have been influenced
by other model types.

Finally, we looked more closely at the ratings for each of the motion captured walks (see Figure 13).
Female walks 1 and 2 (F1, F2) were consistently rated as female for all body shapes. In Experiment 1,
F3 was consistently rated as either ambiguous or slightly male. The same was true in this experiment,
except that for the three Woman characters, increasingly more ’female’ judgements were made, the
more female the body shape. This suggests that perhaps the female characteristics of the walk were
brought out by the exaggerated female shape.

As before, the three neutral walks were ranked similarly to each other for each of the model types.
Similar effects were also found for two of the different male walks (M2 and M3) for each body shape.
Interesting to note is how M1 was considered significantly less male on Man 1 than on Man 2 or Man
3 (p < 0.001). M1 was the walk judged as the most male in the previous experiment so it is interesting
how the least male shape influenced the overall perception of the character to appear less male.

In this experiment, we found that both shape and motion had an effect on our perception of sex. For
the three Woman body shapes, the female walks were judged as increasingly female the more female
the shapes became. The neutral walks were affected by shape also, but Woman 2 and 3 were judged as
equally female, implying that more exaggerated female shapes had no effect on the perceived sex when
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Fig. 13. Average classifications of individual walkers on body shape.

coupled with neutral walks. For the Man models, an increase in male shape between Man 1 and 2 (but
not between 2 and 3) increased the number of male judgements when coupled with neutral and male
walks, implying that extra male information on the Man model did not have an effect past Man 2.

This plateau for Man 2 for male and neutral walks may have been due to the fact that a large
percentage of participants were male in this experiment and perhaps had more sensitivity towards
female body shapes. To test this theory, we ran the experiment on a further 12 females and combined
these results with the original five females, resulting in a total of 17 female participants. We randomly
chose the results of 17 of the male participants and compared them to the female results using an
ANOVA, where the repeated measure factors were model type and motion type, and between subjects
factor was sex of participant. We found no main effect of the sex of the participant. We also found
no interaction between participant sex and walk type. However, we did find a significant interaction
(p < 0.001) between sex of participant and model type. On closer inspection, this interaction was due
to the man models being rated as slightly more male overall and the woman models as slightly more
female by the female participants. However, there were no differences between the ratings of the female
and male participants for the three man or the three woman models. This indicated that the plateau
at Man 2 for male and neutral walks may have been due to some other factor such as the model that
we chose. What this indicates is that, despite [Kozlowski and Cutting 1977; Johnson and Tassinary
2005] and the results of Experiment 1, there is some evidence that there may be slight differences in
perception of body types between males and females.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have identified some of the factors that influence perception of the sex of virtual
characters. Unlike previous work, we found that both the appearance and the motion of the character
influence perceived sex. We also found that for walk motions with no male or female characteristics, it
is the appearance of the character that will dominate our perception of the character’s sex, whereas it
is the motion that dominates our perception for characters with an androgynous appearance.

This information will be useful in computer graphics applications, as it is now clear that in order
to have a convincing male/female character, you must apply a female walk to a female character and
a male walk to a male character. This implies that consistency is highly important when designing a
virtual character. As discussed in [Vinayagamoorthy et al. 2006], people expect virtual characters to
behave in a manner befitting its appearance, and the results of our study confirm this. However, care
must be taken when choosing an actor, as we found some misinterpretations. From our results, it is
certain that you cannot apply a female walk to a male character, or vice versa, as viewers will judge
this conflicting information to be ambiguous.

A simple solution would be to reduce memory costs by using neutral walks, as overall they will look
female on a female character, and male on a male character, but less so than the motion capture. In
Experiment 2, we found that adding additional indicators of sex in the shape of the character increases
how male or female a neutral walk is considered, but only up to a point. Also, we do not know how natural
the participants found these animations and would like to investigate in future studies whether or not
they found these motions to be natural (we have some implicit evidence that they did, however, as they
had the option to categorise these walks as ambiguous, which they did for the other models). We may
need to add stereotypical characteristics such as hip sway and shoulder movement to increase motion
believability [Cutting 1978]. Therefore, a comparison of synthetic and natural walk motions could also
be beneficial. Something akin to a “Turing test” could be appropriate here, where people would indicate
whether a walking motion was real or synthetic.

It would be interesting to see if our results are replicated with other motions besides walking. Per-
haps it is also the case for gestures; that male actors performing certain stereotypical gestures (e.g.,
woodcutting or boxing) will always be considered male. However, this may not be the case for unfamiliar
motions such as those typically used in games. Perhaps it would be possible to reuse unfamiliar motions
(such as shooting and kicking) from single actors on multiple game characters (both male and female).
Furthermore, highly dynamic motions have less freedom for style than walking (because they are closer
to the energy limit of the human body). Therefore, such motions may naturally be more neutral. How-
ever, the dynamics of the actor will play more of a role in such actions, so the properties of male/female
style that are linked to the kinematics and dynamics of the body (e.g., wider hip spacing, smaller size,
lower moment of inertia in females) could actually cause the differences to be more obvious in dynamic
motions. Such issues merit further investigation.
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